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                                                    Moving to a new city can be a daunting task. If you are planning to move to New York City, here are some useful resources that will help ease the process of relocation.



Real estate agencies

It may be a big task to locate a credible and reliable real estate agent, especially when relocating to a new place. Fortunately, however, New York is home to many real estate agents and brokers. Some of the best in the business include:

	Keller Williams NYC: This is the leading provider of real estate service in New York. Keller Williams NYC is a member of the Keller Williams Realty International, which is the largest real estate company in all of North America. Its offices are located at 155 Avenue of the Americas, 6th Floor New York, NY 10036. Additional information about the company can be obtained on its website,  via email at info@kwnyc.com or by telephone call at (212) 838-3700 or (212) 838-1956.
	Corcoran Group: Founded by real estate mogul Barbara Corcoran, this agency offers commercial and residential property for sale and rent in New York City, the Hamptons, and South Florida. Though the main office is in downtown Manhattan, the Corcoran Group operates 25 offices and employs almost 2000 agents. More information about the company may be obtained online, and inquiries can be made through info@corcoran.com or by telephone calls to (212) 355-3550 and 1 (800) 544-4055.
	Sotheby’s International Realty: This real estate agency is engaged in buying and selling commercial and residential property, in addition to offering mortgage services. If you’re looking for luxury residential real estate in New York City, let Sotheby’s help you find the perfect place to call home.


Storage Services in New York

	Extra Space Storage which is located at 58 W 143rd St, New York, NY 10037. Additionally, inquiries can be made through (212) 694-0849.
	Manhattan Mini Storage has a total of 17 locations spread around New York. Its head offices are however located at 220 South St, New York, NY 10002. Inquiries can also be made through (646) 786-7201.
	Chelsea Mini Storage. Its address is 626 W 28th St, New York, NY 10001 while telephone number is (212) 564-7735 in case of inquiries.
	Gotham Mini Storage. Its address is 501 10th Ave, New York, NY 10018 while inquiries can be made on (646) 681-2874. More information can be obtained on the company’s website.


Moving Companies Located in New York

	FlatRate Moving: This is one of the leading mover and storage service providers in New York City. The company’s address is 555 West 25th Street, 3rd Floor New York, NY 10001. Inquiries can also be made through (212) 988-9292.
	Cheap Movers NYC: This local NYC moving company has affordable rates on moving services in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens and also offers long distance moves. You may find them in Manhattan at 433 Broadway #2, New York, NY 10013, or call (646) 570-1698 for assistance.
	Oz Moving & Storage. This also offers moving and storage services in New York and beyond. Additional information can be obtained here, and inquiries can be made through (212) 452-6683.
	Moishe’s Moving and Storage. Its address is 450 W 15th St, New York, NY 10011. Detailed information about the company can be obtained at https://www.moishes.com/ while inquiries can be made through (212) 466-1950 or contact@moishes.com.


You can also keep yourself updated on some of the leading real estate developments and stories through leading real estate blogs which include The Real Deal, Brick Underground, Brownstoner, True Gotham, Curbed New York, 6sqft, and Elika Real Estate.
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                                                    For many homeowners, a garage can be one of the most embarrassing parts of a home as it becomes easily cluttered and chaotic. With old pieces of furniture, sporting equipment, gardening tools, craft supplies, and plenty of other household oddities littering this space, it’s common for owners to forbid others from venturing into their garage and for the exterior doors to be kept permanently shut. Whether you’ve just moved in or you’ve been avoiding the garage for ten years if you’re longing to turn your jumbled garage into a well-organized area of the house, here are a few ideas for maximizing your storage space.

Clean and Organize Household Items

The initial thought of cleaning out a messy garage can seem overwhelming. While it could take a few full days to tidy up an entire room, you’ll be rewarded with a whole new space once you’re finished. To start, toss out or donate all household items that you no longer use or need and place belongings that don’t belong in the garage in their rightful spots in the house. If you find yourself with too much stuff and too little space, it might be time to consider building a storage shed in the backyard or renting a cheap storage unit. Once you’ve gone through your belongings, categorize them into separate piles based on their purpose or use. After you’ve organized your items, take some time to dust and clean each one, especially if they haven’t been used in awhile. Then, dust, sweep and mop the garage floors, walls, and shelving.



Install Shelves and Cabinets

Once you’re done cleaning and organizing, you can start putting your garage back together by investing in smart storage solutions. If you don’t have enough shelving, try installing wooden shelves and cabinetry that can help you make use of your garage’s vertical space. While shelves are usually built against a wall, you can also install them at a 90-degree angle to create rows of shelving in the room, which can be ideal if you have a considerable amount of auto parts or garden equipment that you need to store.



Hang Objects From a Peg Board

The walls inside a garage are also ideal for hanging rakes, bikes, and other outdoor items. Installing a peg board can help keep these things organized. It’s a cost-effective storage solution that makes it easy to access the items you may need later and clears up floor space around the garage as well.

Use Ceiling Platforms & Mounts

Sometimes the best storage space can be found by looking up! Some homeowners find additional storage space by making use of the ceiling. Try installing a pulley system that raises and lowers a large platform This mounted rack can hold sporting equipment, hide decorations, and suitcases throughout the year until it’s time to bring them out again, which is perfect for storing items out-of-sight.

Be Diligent About Tidying Up

After you’ve gone to the effort to clean and organize your garage, be diligent about keeping it spic and span! Though it can be easy to fall into old patterns of merely tossing stuff in the garage and shutting the door, practice discipline. Now that you’ve defined a place for everything, it should be easier to keep everything contained!
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                                                    Regular relocation is simply a fact of life for most of those who serve in the military. Those who only need to move across state lines have an easier task ahead of them than those who need to move overseas, but it can still be a daunting prospect. Fortunately, there are plenty of techniques that you can use to make the process as quick and painless as possible.

Claim Relocation Assistance

The military recognizes that moving can be a challenge, so it has a program that offers relocation assistance to soldiers. In addition to offering some special allowances to cover the cost of moving, the program also provides usual information about the destination. It can help with finding a place to live, locating services such as daycare providers, and practical advice about the moving process. Since the military has a huge amount of experience in helping people move, there’s no better place to start when looking for help.

Use Military Movers

Soldiers that are moving have a choice between handling the process on their own, or letting the government ship their belongings. Mixing the two options is also possible, and it remains a popular choice. While the government service does include some restrictions, it’s one of the most convenient ways to handle the moving process. You should make a point of checking out the government’s moving service before you start packing, both to ensure that you meet all the requirements and to avoid unnecessary work. It won’t be the best choice for every move, but it’s a strong contender for most of them.

Organize Boxes by Room

The best way to save time when moving is to stay organized. There are plenty of different systems for organizing boxes, but one of the best ways to do it is to keep all the items that are going into a room in a specific box, or set of boxes.

This will safe a huge amount of time during the unpacking process. Instead of opening a box, pulling things out, and bringing them individually to the right room, you can move an entire box to its destination and unpack it there. That may not seem like a big deal, but saving even fifteen minutes on unpacking each box can add up to several hours saved over the course of an entire move.

Plan Everything

Moving is a complicated process, so forgetting something along the way is inevitable. Unfortunately, that can be a big problem when you need to adhere to military regulations. This Charlotte mover (http://www.cheapmoverscharlotte.com/) advises that the best way to dodge that problem is to make a list of every task that you need to complete along with the time in which it needs to be completed. Work down the list as methodically as you can, and always double-check it to make sure that you haven’t missed anything. Be sure to include everything that needs to be done both before and after the move to make sure that it goes smoothly.

Though relocating every few years may seem daunting, after your first couple of PCS moves you’ll have the hang of it. With military moves, organization and planning are key to getting your family moved quickly and efficiently.
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                                                    Whether you’re moving into a seven-bedroom mansion or a studio apartment on the fourth floor, there’s a lot to consider when you move out of state. While it might be logistically difficult to relocate from one state to another, an interstate move doesn’t have to be hard on your wallet. With all the stress that comes with an out-of-state move, you don’t need to rack up additional costs, too. Here are five ways that you can save money on your long-distance move.

1. Plan for Transporting Valuables

Sometimes the most expensive moving cost is the unforeseen loss or damage of items. To prevent anything from happening to your valuables, make sure you have a plan for moving your important documents, jewelry, keepsake items, or heirlooms. Go through your safety deposit box or home safe and organize your belongings. If possible, these items should be kept with you during the moving process. Valuables should never be handed off to your movers. If you don’t have room in your car for transporting your valuables, you can also send these items through the registered or insured mail.

2. Don’t Book a Last-Minute Move

To save money on your interstate move and ensure the timeliness of your delivery, you will want to give your movers plenty of time. When you have more time for your move, you can give yourself wiggle room in case you need to change the move-in date at your new place. Cheap Movers DC, one of the best DC moving companies, suggests arranging your move-in dates to avoid the end of the month or other peak season times. Not only will all this planning ahead cut down on possible delays, but it can also save you money at the end of the day.

3. Notify Your Utility Companies

Prior to your move, set a date for the discontinuation of your services and request a final reading for your meter. This will minimize the extra expense of unneeded utility services. Before you arrive in your new city, get the utilities in your new place connected. You don’t want to arrive at your new place only to realize that your lights or heat won’t get turned on until a later date. If you don’t schedule utilities ahead of time, you may find yourself having to stay in a hotel until lights and water are turned on in your new home.

4. Keep Track of Your Inventory

Always keep track of every item that you’re moving to your new location to avoid misplacing your belongings. Start making a list while you’re organizing your move and make sure to clearly label all boxes with their contents. Write down every substantial possession and its value. Consider keeping a photographic or video record of your items in every room for insurance purposes.

5. Consider Moving in the Winter

When you move during the winter months, not only will you have more access to moving companies, you can also save a bit of money. The peak season for movers is the summer when many families can move with less disturbance to their children’s school schedules. Things also get crazy in September when college students are moving into their campus apartments. Because of these factors and colder weather, fewer people seek out interstate moving services in the winter. Many moving companies offer special promotions and reduce their rates in the colder months, which means you could save substantially.

Moving may not always be the most fun experience, but with these tips it doesn’t have to be the most expensive experience either. Plan ahead and minimize the cost of your long distance move.
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                                                    Moving to another state can be an incredibly exciting experience. However, it can often be accompanied by a little doubt and anxiety about the big transition. To make your move as efficient and smooth as possible, here are seven things you should consider before moving out of state.

1. Where to Live

Unless you’re moving back home, moving to another state means adjusting to an unfamiliar place. Before moving, take time to get acquainted with your new home state and city. If possible, travel to your new hometown ahead of the move to scope out neighborhoods and figure out where you want to live. While using resources like realtor.com or Trulia can be useful for house shopping, but there’s no way to get the feel of an area without visiting in person.

2. Job Availability

Wherever you live, you will need a source of income. If you aren’t moving for a new job, make sure you think about opportunities for employment prior to your move. While it’s best to secure a job before making the move, if this is not possible, then at least research open positions and start networking as soon as the boxes are unpacked.

3. Proximity to Family

In the rush of excitement and anxiety that comes with moving, don’t forget about your family. Perhaps the purpose of moving is to be closer to family, but if your move instead takes you hundreds of miles away, make sure you are comfortable with the proximity of your new location to family. This consideration is especially important if you have little ones.

4. How to Move Everything

After deciding where you’re moving, it’s critical to start planning how you will get all your belongings there. Most people either rent a truck and get family or friends to help with the packing, loading, and transporting, or hire professional movers to get the job done. While your choice will depend largely upon the volume of your belongings, your budget, and your available time, it’s important to get a start on planning your moving logistics about two months before your move.

5. The Cost of the Move

It is hard to guess the exact price of your move without doing some research. Before moving out of state, you should try to get a rough estimate of what your relocation will cost. Some possible expenses include moving services, rental contracts, the purchase of new furniture, down payments, travel expenses, and more. If you are using a professional moving company, make sure to get quotes from multiple movers to get a more accurate idea of what the move itself will cost. Adding up these expenses beforehand can offer some insight into what adjustments need to be made to financially support the move.

6. Leaving Your Current State

Before moving to a new state, you’ll need to wrap up affairs in your current state. This means figuring out how to resign from your job, selling your house, transferring financial institutions, transitioning your kids to their new schools, and more. Making sure you think through the specifics of everything you’re leaving behind can help to make the transition to another state more fluid.

7. Think About the Future

While anticipating a move, it is easy to get caught up in the immediate present. However, with such a big transition, you should consider how your future looks. Ask yourself how long you plan to stay in the new state – is it a temporary or long term move? This question can help to add some clarity to the situation as well as offer some perspective for the future.
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                                                    When you’re moving, rooms like the kitchen usually get packed last. However, that doesn’t mean that you have to wait until the last minute to get everything squared away. There are plenty of things in your kitchen that can be boxed up and ready to go early in the moving process. Follow these five steps from the best professional movers to make packing your kitchen a breeze.

1. Throw Stuff Out First

Author Marie Kondo suggests in her book, “The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up,” that people have trouble keeping tidy in part due to keeping things they no longer want. She also suggests that the throwing-away stage come before anything else. The same applies to moving. Great Guys Moving Company encourages customers to toss perishable items as well as old cleaners, sponges, and glass jars. This not only cuts down on clutter, but helps avoid spoilage and broken glass in the process.

2. Pack These Before You Move Anything Else

Do you have a roasting pan? What about tons of cookbooks? Maybe pie pans? Or holiday cookie cutters and decorations? Any item like this that is out of season can be packed and long before you pack any everyday items, like cutlery, plates, or glasses. The rule this mover suggests is, if you don’t need it in the next week or month, it’s probably safe to go ahead and pack.



 

3. Knives, Cutlery, and Gadgets

Packing these items requires special care to ensure that no one is injured by a stray knife edge and that gadgets stay intact during the move. To make sure all of your knives, cutlery, and other kitchen gadgets arrive in mint condition without harming anyone:

	Knives: Put knives in a butcher block and tape them in by the handles. This will keep them from sliding out and slicing through boxes during transport.
	Utensils: Stash the utensils in the utensil holder. Put tape over each slot to keep the silver in place, and cover the drawer utensil holder with cardboard. Then tape the whole thing up or wrap it in a few layers of saran wrap. About.com encourages movers to pack up the utensils in in your essentials box, since that is the box you’ll use last in your old home and first in the new one. Another option for silver is to bundle it all together, and then secure the bundle with a rubber band. Pack these bundles in the silverware container or a shoebox. In the latter case, make sure the lid is fastened on with tape and that any voids in the box are stuffed with padding.
	Gadgets: Finally, gadgets like corkscrews, hand-held can openers, and other items like this can be folded into a piece of cardboard that you cut in half. Place the item inside and them fold the “top” over like you’re packing the item in a cardboard taco. Tape it shut on all sides. Label each item on the outside of the cardboard. Put these inside larger boxes with newspaper between the pieces.


 4. Large Appliances

If you have the original instruction manual from the manufacturer, this is a great starting point for properly packing up your major appliances. Also gather any of the original boxes you may have kept as these will be useful for protecting these expensive appliances.

	Refrigerator: First take any frozen items out of the freezer and allow them to thaw. Do this at least a day ahead of your move. Unplug the refrigerator. Be prepared for the water that will appear as it thaws. Make sure the racks are secure. Also if you have your waterline hooked up to the fridge for ice cubes, make sure that’s undone before you attempt the move.
	Washer & Dryer: Empty appliances like the washer and dryer and dishwasher. The drum of the dryer will have to be secured. Make sure the doors are closed tightly. Put the owner’s manual on top of the appliance or on the door and tape it down so you have it.


 

 

5. Breakables

Items like glasses, mugs, and plates can be broken pretty easily if not packed correctly, so you’ll want to take some special care when wrapping these. Make sure the boxes you use are heavy-duty since these items can get heavy. Use sweaters and t-shirts for extra padding between items. You have to pack these items anyway, and doing so saves you the expense of buying bubble wrap or newsprint.

	Plates and Bowls: Wrap each plate and bowl in newspaper before you stack it in boxes. Always pack plates standing up with plenty of padding in between to prevent breakage.
	Glasses and Mugs: Livability suggests wrapping these in individual sheets of packing paper, starting at a corner and rolling diagonally, tucking the edges into the empty void of the glass as you go. For wine glasses, use a similar approach, but make sure these get stacked in the box standing up to prevent the fragile stems from breaking and use lots of extra padding.
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                                                    It’s that time of year again…join millions of other Americans who are boxing up their homes this summer and moving. While moving is a time of fresh beginnings, it can also bring about a lot of stress and frustration. The best way to decrease some of the stress is to stay as organized as possible. At some point during the moving process, your house will probably look like a tornado, but there are a few things that you can do to make things run as smooth as possible.


Summer is the most popular time of year for Americans to pack up and move.



	
 De-Clutter Ahead of Time 




If there is time before you move, purging items will make moving easier. Less stuff is less stuff to move. Months before, plan to have multiple yard sales. You will get rid of unneeded items and make some extra cash to help with the move. Consider donating items that you are unable to get rid of during your yard sale and get a write off.

Given extra time, start to pack ahead of time. You can begin with out of season clothes and decorations. As the move comes closer, you can start to pack items that you can live without for a few weeks. Consider using vacuum seal bags that

	
 Make a List and Check it Twice






Before you start the moving process, create or download a checklist of everything that needs done. Make sure you don’t forget things at your new house as well, like making sure the utilities are turned on before the moving truck arrives to unload. Putting the list on a clipboard will make it easy to check things off as they get done.

	
 Pick a Color For Each Room




When packing begins, select a color of tape for each room. Duct tape comes in a huge variety of colors. Tape the box shut and label on each box a general idea of the contents. This makes unloading the truck very easy as you can direct the movers to put boxes in each room according to colors.


Using different colors of tape can help you keep things organized during your move.



	
 Make a First Day Essential Box




Once you are in the new home, the last thing you want to do is search for items that you need immediately. Don’t forget important needed items for your children such as nighttime loveys and pillows. Here are some typically needed items:

	Toilet paper
	Paper towels
	Garbage bags
	Disposable plates and utensils
	Phone chargers
	Cleaning supplies
	Sheets for each bed
	Bath towels


	
 Pack Clothes in Garbage Bags




Instead of taking the clothes in the closet off the hangers, simply cover them with a garbage bag or put in hanging boxes. Once you reach the new home, rehanging clothes in their new space will be a breeze. Also, use cling wrap to cover dresser drawers instead of removing the clothes. Note, this will make furniture much heavier to lift, so Cheap Miami Movers suggests checking with your mover to make sure this is okay first.

	
 Use Towels 




Instead of packing all the towels separately, use them to pad fragile boxes, such as dishes. Place them in between dishes to stop them from breaking. Also, Ziploc bags are perfect for packing random items such as small toys, bathroom accessories and office supplies.

Moving can be a hard time for anyone. The best way to negate the stress is to stay as organized as possible. Keep your eye on the prize; your dream home awaits after a few tedious days or weeks.
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                                                    Looking to make a move this summer? The busy time of year for moving companies is quickly approaching and if you want to work with the best movers that Texas has to offer, you need to book early. During the busy moving seasons (June, July, & August), a moving company’s schedule can fill up weeks in advance. It is not uncommon to have to schedule your movers more than one month in advance. As with most things related to moving, being prepared in advance is the key. The following list of moving companies should help you shorten your research time.

	American Relocation & Storage – amrelocation.com


Are you moving instruments? Valuable pieces of art? Appliances? It may not seem it at first, but all of these items require specialized packing and transportation to ensure their safe travel from Austin to their new home. At American Relocation, we are your one-stop-shop for all of your moving needs – no matter the size or scope of your relocation.  Each and every member of our moving team is trained and equipped to handle a variety of specialized moving services.  Look no further than our Austin’s specialized movers at American Relocation and Storage Systems.

	Einstein Moving Company – North Austin


Moving is a huge pain. It’s expensive, time-consuming, and stressful. You’ll have to pack up your entire life, say the heavy goodbyes to friends, transport all of your belongings, and then unpack everything again. All these considerations can take their toll on your mind, body, and finances. Fortunately, you don’t have to go through this alone. We, the experts from Einstein Moving Company, are more than happy to help. We’ve been taking care of the hassle of moving for Austinites and Texans for decades. Let us handle every step of the process for you- from packing and loading to unloading and unpacking. You take care of more personal matters. With our competitive prices and impeccable services, you’ll be guaranteed a smooth transition in no time.

	Wildcat Movers


Zane Ponsetti founded Wildcat Movers while attending Texas A&M University. He saw a need in the Bryan College Station community for a moving company that could provide quality professional moving services at affordable prices. Since 2007 we have maintained an exceptional reputation in Bryan College Station and have additionally expanded to serve other great locations in Texas.
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                                                    Hiring a local Austin moving company can be a very expensive and stressful exercise. This can be a very difficult time in your life, when you already have a lot in your plate- packing up your things, sorting pending bills, etc. A good local moving company can make the transition process easy and smooth. However, […]
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